General Features
of Wide Span
Wide Span shelving is designed
for the hand-loading of medium
to heavy loads and is ideal for
storing small quantities of a very
large variety of product types.

The system is accessed on foot, either
at floor level, or on elevated walkways
fitted between the racks.
Our unique post design eliminates
down aisle growth as well as wasted
space behind the post.

Advantages of the System
The most important benefits of the
Wide Span system are:
- Possibility of storing medium to
heavy loads

- Having the flexibility to install
one or several aisles above ground
to gain access to upper levels
- Easy assembly
- Excellent mobility
- A wide range of components

adaptable to your needs

2 wide span

Frames
Frames are formed by two uprights
with the corresponding bracings, foot
plates and accessories.

Different depth measurements enable
the racking to be adaptable to sizes of
the products to be stored.

The diversity of models, sections
and thicknesses of uprights makes it
possible to adapt to the most varied
of loads.
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Frame footplates

The frames are fixed to the floor
with footplates placed at the base
of the uprights. Different footplates
are available for the upright model.
Anchor bolts can be fitted when the
rack requires this.

Wide Span Shelving Load Capacity
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Shelf Options
Metal Shelves
The most commonly used combination is
to fit metal shelves with Z beams.
A level is made up of several shelves of
widths varying in function of the length of
the level and the weight of the product to
be stored.
The shelves are supported on the beams,
with the vertical edge also being engaged,
which enables both beams of a single level
to be joined. All of this gives the racking
greater rigidity.
The different shelves which make up a le
vel slot perfectly into each other thanks to
the indentations and side slots.

Wire Deck Shelves
They are formed by rectangular
electro-welded mesh pieces suppor
ted on the MS-U65 beams and on the
wire deck supports.
The shelves are clipped to the vertical
edges of each beam, joining two
beams of the same level together, and
thus giving the unit greater rigidity.
The number of supports necessary for
fitting varies according to the load to
be stored.
The mesh is fitted to the supports
using mesh shelf clips.

Mesh shelf dips
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